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A NEST PREDATOR’S VIEW OF A MANAGED FOREST:
GRAY JAY (PERISOREUS CANADENSIS) MOVEMENT PATTERNS
IN RESPONSE TO FOREST EDGES
J I  1   A  D 
Centre de Recherche en Biologie Forestière, Faculté de Foresterie et de Géomatique, Université Laval, Ste-Foy,
Québec G1K 7P4, Canada
A .—High nest-predation risk is oen associated with forest edges. Most nest predators in boreal coniferous forests of North America are forest specialists living in mature stands.
Nest predators have been studied mainly through use of artiﬁcial nests; knowledge of their
behavior remains limited. We used radiotelemetry to examine movement pa erns, relative to
forest edge, of a forest nest predator, the Gray Jay (Perisoreus canadensis), in boreal coniferous
forest. Each of 11 family groups of Gray Jays monitored in early summer exhibited a marked
association with forest edges. Jays were found within 30 m of the forest edges more oen than
expected from random use of mature forest. Furthermore, jays traveled more slowly near forest edges than in the forest interior. Because forest edges apparently represent prime foraging habitat for Gray Jays, narrow forest strips le by logging could act as ecological traps for
mature-stand songbirds before stands regenerate in adjacent clearcuts. Received 19 March 2003,
accepted 5 October 2003.
R.—Un risque élevé de prédation est souvent associé aux lisières des forêts. La plupart des prédateurs de nids des forêts conifériennes boréales de l’Amérique du Nord sont
essentiellement des espèces du milieu forestier mature. Les prédateurs de nids ont surtout été
étudiés à l’aide de nids artiﬁciels et la connaissance de leur comportement reste limitée. Nous
avons utilisé la télémétrie conventionnelle pour examiner les patrons de mouvement relatifs
aux lisières des forêts par un prédateur de nid forestier, Perisoreus canadensis, dans une forêt
coniférienne boréale. Chacun des 11 groupes familiaux de Perisoreus canadensis suivis au début
de l’été montraient une association marquée avec les lisières. Les mésangeais ont été trouvés
plus souvent à moins de 30 m d’une lisière forestière que l’aurait suggérée une répartition
aléatoire de leurs activités dans la forêt mature. De plus, les mésangeais se déplaçaient plus
lentement près des lisières qu’à l’intérieur de la forêt. Étant donné que les lisières représentent
apparemment un habitat privilégié pour la quête de nourriture chez Perisoreus canadensis, les
bandes étroites de forêts laissées après les coupes forestières pourraient constituer des pièges
écologiques pour les passereaux de la forêt mature, avant que les peuplements se régénèrent
dans les coupes adjacentes.

N 
 one of the most important
factors aﬀecting nesting success (Ricklefs 1969).
The risk of nest predation varies according
to the predatory community involved, nest
location (e.g. on the ground or in trees), and
bird species (Møller 1989, Nour et al. 1993,
Tewksbury et al. 1998, Yahner and Piergallini
1998). Many studies have shown that forest
edges in agricultural landscapes (Andrén 1995,
Henske et al. 1999) and occasionally in managed
forests (Angelstam 1986, Andrén 1995, Bayne
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and Hobson 1997) are associated with high
nest-predation risk.
The high risk of nest predation near forest
edges is usually a ributed to opportunistic species invading forests from other nearby habitats
(DeGraaf 1995). However, forest-dwelling nest
predators can also have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on
nests near forest edges (Andrén 1995). In fact,
nest predators of managed boreal forests seem
mainly to be forest specialists rather than species occurring in agricultural ﬁelds or urban
fringes (Andrén 1995, Bayne and Hobson 1997,
Darveau et al. 1997). Although risk of nest predation near forest edges is well documented,
knowledge of the underlying processes—predator behavior in particular—remains limited for
both temperate and boreal regions.
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Logging in coniferous boreal forests typically creates landscapes that are dominated by
clearcuts and regeneration. In Quebec, Canada,
~300,000 ha of boreal forest are logged annually (Parent 1999). Forest remnants are generally linear and appear mostly as riverine bands
(20 m) and forest strips of 60 or 100 m between
clearcuts (Ministère des Ressources Naturelles
du Québec 1996). The resulting landscape structure may aﬀect songbirds, nest predators, and
their relationships, particularly if nest predators
prefer to forage near edges.
We examined movement pa erns of the Gray
Jay (Perisoreus canadensis), a species commonly
found in boreal coniferous forests (Strickland
and Ouellet 1993). Like many other members of
the Corvidae (Andrén 1995), Gray Jays are nest
predators (Bayne and Hobson 1997, Sieving and
Willson 1998, Boulet and Darveau 2000, Boulet
et al. 2000) and use eggs and nestlings as main
food items (Strickland and Ouellet 1993). Gray
Jays have been observed preying on eggs or
nestlings of many bird species (Spruce Grouse
[Dendragapus canadensis], Ruby-crowned Kinglet [Regulus calendula], Swainson’s Thrush
[Catharus ustulatus], Hermit Thrush [C. guatus],
American Robin [Turdus migratorius], Magnolia
Warbler [Dendroica magnolia], Lincoln’s Sparrow
[Melospiza lincolnii], Fox Sparrow [Passerella
iliaca], White-crowned Sparrow [Zonotrichia leucophrys], White-throated Sparrow [Z. albicollis];
Bent 1946, Ouellet 1970). Given that higher nest
predation rates by Gray Jay were recorded near
forest edges (Bayne and Hobson 1997, Sieving
and Willson 1998), we tested the prediction that
foraging Gray Jays are associated with forest
edges during the nesting season.
S A   M 
Study area.—Fieldwork was conducted at Forêt
Montmorency, Quebec (47°13’–47°29’N; 71°05’–71°15’W)
and its vicinity, a total area of 430 km2. Study sites
were all located in balsam ﬁr (Abies balsamea) stands,
occasionally with sca ered white birch (Betula papyrifera) or black spruce (Picea mariana). Mature stands
were 15 to 18 m high. On the basis of habitat descriptions by Strickland and Ouellet (1993), all mature
stands in the study area appeared suitable to Gray
Jays. Shrub, herbaceous, and moss strata in those
stands were composed mainly of A. balsamea, Acer
spicatum, Oxalis montana, Cornus canadensis, Gaultheria
hispidula, Clintonia borealis, Pleurozium schreberi, and
Hylocomium splendens. Spruce budworm (Choristoneura
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fumiferana) outbreaks were the most common natural
disturbance. Early seral stages were dominated by
stands of white birch and balsam ﬁr. Clearcuts were
colonized by Rubus idaeus, A. balsamea, B. papyrifera,
Picea glauca, Prunus pensylvanica, and locally by graminoids. The study area comprised mature coniferous
stands (49%), mixed regeneration (35%), clearcuts and
severe windthrow (15%), and open water (1%) (Drolet
et al. 1999). A road network of 1,100 km covered all
parts of the study area, including large uncut mature
forests. Edges with clearcuts showed high contrast
and no associated vegetation (in species or structure)
developed in the mature forest edge while clearcuts
regenerated. A complete description of the study area
can be found in Darveau et al. (1997).
Among the 50 woodland songbird species found in
the study area (Drolet et al. 1999), 28 are of high conservation concern according to Dunn et al. (1999). The
most frequent species were Yellow-rumped Warbler
(D. coronata), Golden-crowned Kinglet (R. satrapa),
Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Blackpoll Warbler (D. striata),
Bay-breasted Warbler (D. castanea), Black-throated
Green Warbler (D. virens), Magnolia Warbler, Darkeyed Junco (Junco hyemalis), Swainson’s Thrush, and
White-throated Sparrow (for complete list see Drolet
et al. 1999). The main nest predators in the study area
were red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus), Gray Jay,
and mice and voles (Peromyscus and Clethrionomys
spp.; Darveau et al. 1997, Boulet and Darveau 2000,
Ibarzabal and Desrochers 2001). During the study,
Gray Jays were present at low population-density
over the study area (one family group per 15 km2; J.
Ibarzabal pers. obs.). Other potential nest predators
were American Marten (Martes americana), ermine
(Mustela erminea), short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda), northern ﬂying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus),
eastern chipmunk (Tamias stratus), Common Raven
(Corvus corax), and Rusty Blackbird (Euphagus carolinus) (Darveau et al. 1997, Boulet and Darveau 2000).
Locating Gray Jays.—We monitored movements of
four adult Gray Jays from 9 June through 2 July 1996
and seven adult Gray Jays from 10 June through 15
July 1997, during the nesting period of songbirds
(Gauthier and Aubry 1995). Each monitored jay was
from a diﬀerent family group composed of two adults
and one to three juveniles. Approximately 30% of the
resident Gray Jay population in the study area was
monitored (J. Ibarzabal pers. obs). Monitored birds
were selected in all parts of the study area, with
forest cover ranging from 20 to 94% (Table 1). Jays
were captured and ﬁ ed with a tail-mounted radiotransmi er (Holohil [Carp, Ontario], Model BD-2G;
Animal-welfare protocols 95-006, 96-022, and 97-011).
All radiotracked groups of jays were ﬁrst located by
telemetry and then followed visually from a range of
30–100 m. In the visual cases (450 location records),
positions were obtained with a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver held directly under perches
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aer they were le vacant by birds. GPS locations
were diﬀerentially corrected with data collected at a
base station located 70 km from the study area. Bird
locations were obtained with GPS averages from >100
ﬁxes and were accurate to ±2 m, based on satellite
conﬁgurations used (Precision Dilution of Position <
6.0; Hurn 1993).
When visual contact with birds was not possible
(n = 499; mainly when they foraged on soil or >50 m
into forest), positions were triangulated from radio
signals. To assess the precision of locations obtained
by triangulation, compass reading errors were obtained by placing transmi ers on ﬁxed locations unknown to the observer and by comparing estimated
and real locations (n = 178). A reading error of <10°
was obtained in 67% of all cases tested (range of all
values: –22 to +27°). To minimize location errors from
triangulation, two radiolinked observers simultaneously recorded the azimuth of signals from angles
diﬀering by ~90°, within 200 m of birds in 84% of
cases. Observers positioned themselves with a GPS
receiver. The mean area of error for polygons was calculated according to White and Garrot (1990) and was
0.19 ± 0.17 ha. Jays with transmi ers were considered
“sample units.” However, jays were always in family
group and were seldom farther than 50 m apart (J.
Ibarzabal pers. obs.). Before accounting for spatial autocorrelation (see below), subsequent locations were
recorded every 10 min (over 3–8 days; 5 ± 1.5; mean ±
1 SD) from 0500 to 1200 hours (n = 803) and 1300 to
1630 hours EST (n = 146).
Distance to forest edges.—Black-and-white aerial
photos (1:10,000 or 1:15,000) of the area used by each
group of jays were digitized with a resolution of 600
DPI and georeferenced using 5–10 known locations.
Pixel size varied between 1.4 and 2.0 m and corresponded roughly to the measurement error of the
locations established with the GPS. Edges between
mature forests (height >8 m) and clearcuts, bodies of
water, and roads were manually digitized. Convex
polygons were used to enclose all locations of each
group of jays. Inside each polygon, a 10-m dot grid
was overlaid on all forest surfaces, thereby reﬂecting
the set of locations available for each group of jays
(for rationale and methods, see Desrochers and Fortin
2000). Distance to the closest edge was calculated for
each bird and grid location. One-sample t-tests were
used to compare each bird’s mean distance to forest edge with the mean distance to edge of all grid
locations.
Because sample units for each group of jays were
single locations, and to avoid pseudoreplication,
autocorrelation was assessed with distance-to-time
plots (Redpath 1995, Otis and White 1999). Gray
Jay locations were recorded either singly (n = 41)
or in 122 sets of 2–35 locations totaling 908 locations separated by 10 min (8 ± 6 locations per set;
mean ± 1 SD). Spatial autocorrelation of locations
was assessed by plotting the relationship between
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net distance traveled during the 10-min segment of
each set of observations and cumulative observation
time for all birds combined (Fig. 1; Redpath 1995). The
curve reached an asymptote at 90 min. Consequently,
for each individual, comparison of the means of the
observed and available locations was completed using observed locations that were separated by at least
90 min (i.e. considered independent).
Movement rates.—Rates of movement were evaluated using the distance traveled within a 10-min
interval. For each 10-min interval, a movement midpoint was calculated as mean coordinates between
initial and ﬁnal locations. A 1-ha2 grid of dots, spaced
by 10 m and centered on each midpoint, was used to
describe edge pa erns where movements occurred
(n = 786). Distance to the edge was calculated for each
dot on the grid (excluding dots outside forest patches), and mean distance to the edge was thus obtained
for each grid. Number of forested dots on the grid was
used as a measure of the proportion of forest in each
1 ha2. A multiple regression of distance moved by
Gray Jays as a function of distance to edge and the
amount of forest within 1 ha of movement midpoint
was run for each family group. Parameter estimates
for each family group were then saved and their values compared to zero using a one-sample t-test.

R
A total of 949 locations were recorded for a
mean of 86 ± 2.41 locations per group (mean
± 1 SE; range = 70–105). All groups were observed on at least three days. A map showing
the locations of one group of jays is presented
in Figure 2. Five percent of locations were in
recent (<7 years) clearcuts; 1% of locations were
>50 m outside forests.
Edge proximity.—Groups of jays exhibited
a marked association with forest edges, relative to all locations in forest within the convex
polygon (Table 1). Association with edge was
strong regardless of the amount of forest within
their home range, which varied from 20% to

F. 1. Relationship between time and distance traveled from initial locations for Gray Jay. Points shown
as means ±1 SE.
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F. 2. Map showing the position of Gray Jays (group picked at random; 97-599) located in the vicinity of Forêt
Montmorency, Quebec. Solid black lines denote movement of jays, dashed black lines denote minimum convex
polygon, white lines denote road, and dots identify jay location.

TABLE 1. Comparison of edge proximity between observed and available positions for Gray Jay
family groups in managed boreal forest in Quebec.

Group
96-019
96-059
96-080
96-119
97-080
97-201
97-599
97-699
97-778
97-798
97-G35

Percent forest
in home range
78.3
8
66.7
80.2
53.7
93.6
20.4
54.9
74.7
55.8
36.5

Distance of jay to edge (m)
__________________________
n
13
12
14
10
16
15
18
14
21
16
12

x
69.8
20.9
18.3
21.3
11.4
59.4
8.7
10.7
20.6
7.6
10.2

SE
25.7
4.6
3.6
5.6
2.0
17.3
3.6
3.9
5.1
1.7
1.9

Mean distance to edge
in convex polygon (m)
145.2
44.3
45.2
53.5
54.8
126.9
23.1
40.9
61.1
29.7
24.0

P
=0.012
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
=0.002
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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94% (Table 1). The association of jays to edges
tended to be stronger in home ranges with
larger amounts of forest (Spearman’s rs = 0.55,
P = 0.08). Groups of jays were found within
30 m of forest edges more oen than expected
given the landscape structure within their convex polygon (Fig. 3). Seventy-six percent of jay
locations were <30 m from a forest edge, even
though only 46% of mature forest was <30 m
from edges (all home ranges combined).
Movement rates.—Gray Jays moved 93 ± 3.3 m
(mean ± 1 SE) within 10-min intervals. Their
movement rate was inﬂuenced by the proximity and amount of forest edges, as measured by
the mean distance to edge of woodland within
1 ha of movement midpoint (Fig. 4). Groups
of jays moved more slowly near forest edges
than far from them, aer the amount of forest
within 1 ha was accounted for (least-squares,
multiple regression, mean coeﬃcient for edge
distance = 2.14, SE = 0.54, n = 11 jays, t = 4.0,
P = 0.003). The amount of forest in 1-ha squares
centered on movement midpoints was not associated with movement rate, when distance to
forest edge was accounted for (multiple regression, mean coeﬃcient for percentage of forest
cover = –0.6, SE = 1.1, n = 11, t = –1.7, P = 0.10).
However, when accounting for linear eﬀects
of edge and forest cover, there was a nonlinear
eﬀect of forest cover on jay mobility (regression coeﬃcient for quadratic eﬀect = 0.034, SE =
0.018, n = 11, t = 2.90, P = 0.02).
D
Edge proximity.—During the egg and nestling
period of most songbirds, Gray Jays were closely associated with forest edges. That association
was not simply the result of the large amount of
edge habitat in home ranges; the association of
jays with edges relative to their availability was
stronger in more forested home ranges. The association between jays and edges is consistent
with other studies of jays (Bayne and Hobson
1997, Sieving and Willson 1998) and with studies
of other corvid species (Andrén 1992, Hannon
and Co erill 1998) including the Siberian Jay
(Perisoreus infaustus; Sklepkovych 1997), which
is considered a palearctic ecological equivalent
to the Gray Jay (Imbeau et al. 2001).
Animal responses to edges are not a new
issue (Kremsater and Bunnell 1999), but only
a few studies have focused on movements of
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F. 3. Mean observed and available frequencies of
Gray Jay occurrence at various distances from forest
edges. Vertical bars represent 1 SE.

F. 4. Distance traveled by Gray Jay in 10 min in
relation to (A) percentage of forest cover within 1 ha;
and (B) mean distance to edges from all forest habitat
within 1 ha. Points show mean distances traveled by
jays (n = 11). Vertical and horizontal bars represent
±1 SE.

birds near edges (e.g. Sisk and Margules 1993,
Desrochers and Fortin 2000). To our knowledge, the present study provides the ﬁrst direct
evidence of edge-speciﬁc foraging by a nest
predator, with 76% more time spent near edges
(<30 m) than expected from availability. Sample
sizes were small, but we argue that this is not
a cause for concern given the large size of the
eﬀects and the fact that Gray Jay groups monitored (30% of the region’s family groups) were
selected over the entire study area.
The spatial extent of a raction of groups
of jays to the edges was small (<30 m; Fig. 3).
Although 30 m is a short distance relative to
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jay movement, nearly half of all woodland in
the study area was <30 m from an edge. On the
basis of our study, linear stands le by logging
in managed boreal forests of Quebec (generally
<100 m wide) can therefore be considered prime
foraging habitat for Gray Jays, at least for the
period during which adjacent clearcuts regenerate (approximately 20–30 years).
Forest edges inﬂuenced the rate at which
groups of jays moved through their home range
(Fig. 4B). Our ﬁeld observations suggest that
low movement rates corresponded mainly to
searching behavior, during which groups of jays
typically examined trees and open soil along
forest edges and then ﬂew several hundred meters to another edge (Fig. 2). The curvilinear relationship between jay mobility and forest cover
is consistent with the tendency of jays to slow
down near forest edges (Fig. 4A), because edges
are more prevalent in landscapes with intermediate forest cover than with extremely high or
low forest cover (Drolet et al. 1999, Boulet et al.
2000). The precision of locations, especially triangulated ones, was admi edly small relative to
movement rates, and may have partly obscured
the relationships measured above. Thus, our assessment of movement-rate changes relative to
edges is a conservative one.
Why were Gray Jays associated with forest
edges?—At least three hypotheses can be formulated to explain the high occurrence of Gray
Jays near edges between clearcut and forest.
First, they could be a racted to recent clearcuts
(Angelstam 1986, Vickery et al. 1992), but
given that jays were rarely found outside forest
stands (<5% of the time), this hypothesis can be
ruled out. Second, independently of food density near forest edges, movements of Gray Jays
could be channeled along edges (Bider 1968).
Consequently, relatively more time would be
spent along them. The third hypothesis involves
food availability. Gray Jays commonly feed on a
variety of foods, including fruits, insects, birds
(egg, nestling, adult), mushrooms, small mammals, and dead animals (Strickland and Ouellet
1993). During observations, groups of jays were
almost constantly searching in trees. Although
Gray Jays are known to sca er-hoard food
(Strickland and Ouellet 1993), retrieval of food
from caches is unlikely in summer, when fresh
food is presumably very abundant. Instead,
groups of jays could target forest edges for food
because those habitat interfaces may exhibit

more bird nests (Gates and Gysel 1978, Chasko
and Gates 1982) or more arthropods (Jokimäki
et al. 1998) than the forest interior, despite the
lack of edge-speciﬁc vegetation. Sklepkovych
(1997) found that Siberian Jays experienced
higher nesting success near forest edges than
away from them, and argued that enhanced
foraging conditions at forest edges may be the
cause. Additionally, Gray Jays are known to be
visual hunters (Strickland and Ouellet 1993);
even if forest edges do not provide more food
than forest interior, those prey may be more detectable near well-deﬁned edges. We argue that
the slower pace of groups near edges is consistent with those food hypotheses. However, the
actual mechanism resulting in the observed
edge association remains undemonstrated.
Nest predators associated with forest edges
may come from inside the forest, particularly in
boreal coniferous-forested landscapes (Andrén
1995, Bayne and Hobson 1997, Darveau et al.
1997). As we have shown, Gray Jays are strongly associated with sharp edges, such as those
created by logging. Given the fact that small
forest songbirds rarely accommodate sizeable
tracts of open area within their territory (Rail et
al. 1997), it seems reasonable to expect that forest songbirds will decrease in numbers roughly
proportional to or exceeding the proportion of
forest cover loss (Andrén 1994, Fahrig 1997,
Bender et al. 1998). Furthermore, because Gray
Jays exhibit a marked association with forest
edges regardless of the amount of forest in
their home range, increased edge habitat associated with clearcuts may beneﬁt jays more
than most forest songbirds. Thus, as proposed
by Henske et al. (1999) for agricultural edges
with mammalian nest predators, it is possible
that forest patches or strips le behind by the
logging industry, in accordance with provincial
regulations, will represent an ecological trap for
songbirds, particularly in regions with larger
populations of Gray Jays than were present in
our study area.
A
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